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The Trendco Story
Trendco opened its doors to the
Brighton public in 1965 with the
objective to supply hairpieces that
met the then highly fashionable
“bouffant” hair look.
Although women had worn hairpieces and wigs
for centuries, their use as a beauty aid had been
forgotten. Realising that he had to educate, as well as
create a demand for his range of wigs and hairpieces,
Trendco’s founder Keith Forshaw hit upon the idea of
organising “wig parties” in people’s homes. These
parties proved highly successful and soon wigs and
hairpieces were back on the map.
Now part of the global hair loss company Aderans,
Trendco supplies top quality products across the
UK and Ireland. As one of the largest suppliers of
ready to wear wigs, hairpieces, bespoke pieces
and accessories, we have an extensive mail order
customer base, which we supply from our head office
in Brighton and through our website. We supply
through our retail salons in London, Hove, Birmingham,
Manchester and Nottingham and in 2014, Aderans
bought A&A Studios in Edinburgh and also supply to
wig salons, boutiques and shops throughout the UK
and Ireland from our wholesale facility.
Trendco strive to offer a comprehensive service to
our clients, offering a friendly and professional service
to all. The highly qualified stylists in our retail salons
provide a personalisation service for all our pieces,
ensuring that customers leave with a product which
makes them look and feel great. We also offer a colour
matching service either in store or via mail order so
that our customers get the best product possible.
Trendco are a customer focussed company;
we work hard to give the best advice possible and
to provide everyone who uses us with a pleasant
experience. Welcome to Trendco!
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AMBER

gem

HUM AN HAIR

A shoulder length piece
is ideal for a wide range
of different styles, the
possibilities are endless!
Approximate Hair Length:
12-14 Inches/31-33cm
Colour Shown – 468

COLLECTION

UN-STYLED
The Gem Collection
wigs are constructed
on a completely hand
tied foundation, with
a soft lace front and a
smooth monofilament
top offering complete
comfort and a
natural finish. They
come completely
unstyled, meaning
that they arrive in all
one length, ready to
style to perfection!
The different styles
represent the different
lengths available. The
cap size of the Gem
Collection is 54cm.

CRYSTAL
The shortest of the Gems,
with this piece you can
create a short tamed style or
something short and funky.
The Crystal has 12 lines of
machine wefting at the nape
for a smooth finish.
 pproximate Hair Length:
A
2-6 Inches/6-10cm
Colour Shown: 6/24R

DIAMOND
The most popular of all the
Gems and the longest length
available, the Diamond has
long beautiful goddess
like hair!
Approximate Hair Length:
18 inches/45cm
Colour Shown – 3/4-31
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Our most popular range, the Gem collection is
unbeatable in the industry! It features five unstyled
wigs and one petite style.
EMERALD

RUBY

Shoulder skimming bob length hair creates
versatility for your style.

This piece comes with an initial wave and is an
excellent choice for a short length style.

Approximate Hair Length: 10 Inches/25cm

Approximate Hair Length: 4-6 Inches/10-15cm

Colour Shown – 33/130

Colour Shown – 26

JET

The baby of the Gems, the petite Jet has an easy
to manage length for easy styling.
Approximate Hair Length: 8 Inches/20cm

The petite Jet base varies from the other five pieces
as it has an ear to ear monofilament top and a
polyurethane strip and a lace front that runs from
temple to temple; this along with the petite sizing of
the cap ensures a perfect secure fit. The cap size of
the Jet is 48-50cm.

All styles featured on this page
have been cut and styled enabling you
to see all the different length options and
for you to see the different ways they can
be styled. All Gem pieces come in over
20 stunning colours, please take a look at the
colour chart on pages 16 and 17 to match your
perfect colour! The Gem collection is made
from beautiful Remy Hair and for all aftercare
information on our Human Hair wigs,
please go to page 24.

Colour Shown – 31

www.trendco.co.uk
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gem

HUM AN HAIR

COLLECTION

ENHANCERS
Gem Enhancers
are the perfect
compromise for
thinning top hair.
The Gem Enhancer
collection has three
different base sized
toppers; providing an
easy choice for you.
The enhancers are constructed
on a hand tied monofilament
base with Remy Hair. They
have four snap lok clips, which
attach the piece to your existing
hair for a secure hold. Like the
Gem wigs, the enhancers are
unstyled so they can be cut
and personalised to suit you,
ensuring a seamless integration
with your own hair.
The Gem enhancers have their
own colour range, different
from the Gem wigs. Some
colours have grey content in
them to ensure that we have
covered all colour bases, please
note that the grey content in
these pieces are fibre hair and
no heat styling can be done
to these.
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Gem Hair Enhancers; A perfect solution to thinning hair,
which is ideal for everyday use.

GEM PARTING
ENHANCER

GEM HAIR
ENHANCER

GEM LARGE HAIR
ENHANCER

Supplements hair in the parting area
and is fantastic for total coverage or
just adding fullness in this area.

Supplements hair in the front, top
and crown areas where hair loss may
be more noticeable, also great as a
highlighter for adding volume.

Supplements hair in the front, top
and crown areas where hair loss may
be more noticeable, also great as a
highlighter for adding volume.

Available in two lengths

Base Size: 6” x 8.5”

Base Size: 5” x 5.5”

Approximate Hair Length:
9 inches/22.5cm

Base Size:2.5” x 5”
Approximate Hair Length:
9 Inches/22.5cm

Approximate Hair Length:
9 inches/22.5cm or 14 inches/35.5cm

Special Order Enhancers
We have introduced two new special gem hair enhancers; Gem Premium
Enhancer and Gem Premium Parting Enhancer. These pieces differ from the
“standard” gem enhancers as they have extra qualities; The Gem Premium
Enhancer has a French top whereas the Gem Premium Parting Enhancer
has an all over lace top. They are very lightweight and undectable to the
natural eye and are available in the same beautiful colours as the other hair
enhancers. As they are special order, they will take 8-10 weeks to arrive.
Please ask your Trendco representative for more information.
www.trendco.co.uk
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Supplex
The closest to a bespoke piece
you will get.
The Supplex is constructed using a super thin
transparent skin like material; polyurethane.
With this special base, it clings to all contours
on the head for an extremely secure fit for
those with total hair loss. We recommend
two wigs per year, providing aftercare is upheld.
The Supplex is available in a regular cap
size (54cm) and a petite cap size (52cm),
with the option to also reducing the cap
further due to its innovative base to ensure
the smoothest fit possible. The Supplex
comes in one standard length of 10inches
and the Remy hair is completely hand tied,
offering versatile styling options. This
piece can be cut down short, making it
also ideal for men.

Specifically designed for children

Sapphire
The Sapphire is specifically
designed for children and like the
Gem collection is constructed with
a hand tied base, monofilament top
and a lace front with Remy Hair.
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As you can see from these images, the Sapphire has
been vigorously tested by our young model and we can
assure that whether she is playing, dancing, studying or
just relaxing it will not let her down. The sapphire comes
completely unstyled with all over 12 inch hair length,
which can be styled to suit. It can be worn in a ponytail
or loose because it has a temple to temple lace front.
The Sapphire now comes in two different cap sizes;
46cm and 48cm-50cm, ensuring that perfect fit and most
importantly, comfort for the wearer.

Loves Change
HUMAN HAIRPIECES

Trendco’s Human Hair Loves Change hairpieces
are simply gorgeous, consisting of two versatile
pieces. Whether you are doing the shopping,
out on the town or on holiday, these pieces are
a perfect addition!

SEPTIMO
The Septimo is a beautiful 100% Human Hair three quarter
piece, which integrates seamlessly into your own hair.
The comb attachment system ensures a comfortable yet
secure fit.
The Septimo is a perfect alternative to extensions and can
be styled and re-styled for any occasion.
Hair Length: 18 inches/45 cm
Colour Shown: Expresso

LOLA
Lola is a fabulous long pony tail, creating a stunning look in
just minutes!
With its honeycomb base, built in comb and two extra hair
toggles, the Lola will stay anchored in your hair for as long as
possible.
Hair Length: 18 inches/45 cm
Colour Shown: Expresso

Please refer to pages
16 & 17 for your
perfect colour for these
stunning hairpieces.

www.trendco.co.uk
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Loves Change
FIBRE HAIRPIECES

Trendco’s Loves Change
Fibre hairpieces collection
hosts 10 stunning fibre
hairpieces from ¾ pieces,
ponytails, bun pieces and
fringes. Available in a range
of beautiful, natural colours,
Loves Change hairpieces
are ideal for day/evening
wear, special occasions
and perfect for that
“Big Day!”
We have used the same model
to show you all the different
looks you can achieve with
the Loves Change hairpieces
except for the Aura.
All hairpieces are shown
in colour Expresso.

APHRODITE
A desirable curly
¾ hairpiece

BEFORE
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APOLLO

Luscious light wavy hairpiece,
attachable with slide combs.

ATHENA

A glorious straight ¾ hairpiece that
creates a pure and chic look.

AURA

A fantastic topper with clips and an
optional area to use a headband.
*Headband not included
Colour Shown: 60

CUPID

A mini clip on ponytail.

LETO

A beautiful and bold chignon bun
piece.

HEBE

A cute and modern wrap around
ponytail.

MAIA

A fringe piece which can be sewn in
to your turban.

JUNO

An excellent mid length clip on
ponytail.

VESTA

A fabulous clip on fringe to enhance
hair at the front.
www.trendco.co.uk
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The Sentoo Premium Collection
aims at enabling wearers of any
age to feel comfortable all day
long. It is designed for those
wishing for a natural look with
easy to wear comfort. All bases
are especially suited to women
with a sensitive scalp and are
made slightly petite to ensure
the best fit. Our designers
have created a flawless and
unique cap construction with a
monofilament and hand tied top
with an invisible lace front. The
Sentoo Premium wigs are as
light as a feather, ensuring
a comfortable fit.
MISAKI
KYU
The beautiful best seller, with
short chic feathered layers.
Colour Shown: 131
Measurements:
Front: 4 inches/10cm
Crown: 4 inches/10cm
Nape: 2.5 inches/5cm

A soft fringe and face framing
layers compliment this lovely
layered bob.
Colour Shown: A757G
Measurements:
Front: 5-5.5 inches/13.5cm
Crown: 7.5 inches/19cm
Nape: 4 inches/10cm

Trendco are very proud to present the Sentoo Premium Collection;
an exclusive collection of beautifully crafted synthetic fibre hair wigs.
12
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AKARI

AYA

EMI

Soft Layers help create
smooth volume and
texture on this lovely
style.

Short, textured and
ultra feminine. The
beautiful Aya is an all
round winner.

A classic style with
tousled layers through
the top and curls at the
back.

Colour Shown: 600
Measurements:
Front: 4 inches/10cm
Crown: 3.5 inches/7-9cm
Nape: 3 inches/6cm

Colour Shown: A812G
Measurements:
Front: 3-3.5 inches/6.5cm
Crown: 2.5 inches/5cm
Nape: 2.5 inches/5cm

Colour Shown: 770
Measurements:
Front: 4.5 inches/11cm
Crown: 4.5-5 inches/12cm
Nape: 3.5 inches/8cm

MAIKO

MITSU

MYU

KASUMI

Soft textured style
with a tousled finish.

An asymmetrical style
with a tapered back.

Colour Shown: 18/22
Measurements:
Front: 4.5 inches/11.5cm
Crown: 3.5-4 inches/9.5cm
Nape: 3-3.5 inches/6.5cm

Colour Shown: A811G
Measurements:
Front: 5.5 inches/14cm
Crown: 5.9 inches/15cm
Nape: 1.5 inches/4cm

REIKA

Ultra light, short
choppy style
with texture.

This highly flattering
modern look gives
you texture and style.

Long layers create a
stunning feathered
modern silhouette.

Flicked out style with
a side fringe.

Colour Shown: 132
Measurements:
Front: 3 inches/6cm
Crown: 3 inches/6cm
Nape: 3 inches/6cm

Colour Shown: A761G
Measurements:
Front: 4.5 inches/11cm
Crown: 5 inches/13cm
Nape: 3.5 inches/7cm

Colour Shown: 829
Measurements:
Front: 7.5 inches/19cm
Crown: 9 inches/23cm
Nape: 7.5 inches/19cm

Measurements:
Front: 5.9 inches/15cm
Crown: 7.8 inches/20cm
Nape: 3.9 inches/10cm

SORA

A striking modern
angled bob with a soft
fringe.
Colour Shown: S731
Measurements:
Front: 3.5-4 inches/7.5cm
Crown: 7.5 inches/19cm
Nape: 3.5 inches/7cm

SUKI

Classic stylish bob
with face framing
layers for a natural
look.
Colour Shown: 8
Measurements:
Front: 6.5 inches/17cm
Crown: 5.5 inches/15cm
Nape: 5 inches/13cm

TANI

KINU

Colour Shown: A761G

TOWA

A classic easy to wear
style with soft curls
and a tapered nape.

A short stunning style
with flicked edges
and a tapered neck.

Colour Shown: 56/60
Measurements:
Front: 3.5-4 inches/9.5cm
Crown: 3.5-4 inches/9.5cm
Nape: 3 inches/6cm

Colour Shown:
A757G
Measurements:
Front: 4.5 inches/10.5cm
Crown: 4.5-5 inches/12.5cm
Nape: 3.5 inches/7cm

SAKURA LONG

Long and stunning;
graduated layers give
a soft silhouette and
movement.
Colour Shown: 769
Measurements:
Front: 8.5 inches/21cm
Crown: 17.5 inches/45cm
Nape: 17.5 inches/45cm

YAMA

Soft body and
textured lengths
compliment the short
stylish cut.
Colour Shown:
A791G
Measurements:
Front: 4 inches/10cm
Crown: 5 inches/13cm
Nape: 4 inches/10cm
www.trendco.co.uk
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Trendco are very proud
to present the Sentoo
Premium Plus Collection;
an exclusive collection of
supreme quality styles
crafted with “Flexi-Fibre”;
a high heat fibre which
allows the wearer to
heat style for a perfectly
flawless finish. A Sentoo
Premium Plus wig is
easy to maintain and
offers superior styling
flexibility. Flexi-Fibre can
be blow-dried, curled
or straightened, using
temperature controlled
stylers (maximum 140°).

STYLE 502A
A luxuriously long style with textured
layers and a stunning finish.
Colour Shown: 236
Measurements:
Front: 7.5inches/20cm
Crown: 13.5inches/34cm
Nape: 14.5inches/38cm

14
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Supreme quality styles crafted with “Flexi-Fibre”; a high heat fibre
which allows the wearer to heat style for a perfectly flawless finish
STYLE 102

STYLE 104

STYLE 105

Soft body and textured lengths
create a beautiful short style.

A layered wedged bob with a
tapered back and sweeping fringe.

A feathered shoulder length style
with flicked layers.

Colour Shown: 27/8GT
Measurements:
Front: 5.5 inches/15cm
Crown: 5.5 inches/14cm
Nape: 3.5 inches/8cm

Colour Shown: 170
Measurements:
Front: 3.5 inches/10cm
Crown: 4 inches/12cm
Nape: 3 inches/8cm

Colour Shown: 129
Measurements:
Front: 5 inches/13cm
Crown: 6.5 inches/16.5cm
Nape: 5.5 inches/15cm

STYLE 202

A stunning layered style. Perfect
for those looking for texture and
movement.
Colour Shown: 122+226
Measurements:
Front: 5 inches/13cm
Crown: 4 inches/10cm
Nape: 3 inches/6cm

STYLE 302

A classic stylish bob combined with
a modern angled finish to create a
simply beautiful look.
Colour Shown: 153
Measurements:
Front: 5.5 inches/14cm
Crown: 7.5 inches/19cm
Nape: 3.5 inches/7cm

STYLE 204

STYLE 205

Soft layered wavy style with a
full fringe.

Long asymmetric fringe with a short
graduated nape.

Colour Shown: 135
Measurements:
Front: 5.5 inches/14cm
Crown: 7.5 inches/20cm
Nape: 3 inches/22cm

Colour Shown: 168T
Measurements:
Front: 4.5 inches/12-16cm
Crown: 3.5-4 inches/9cm
Nape: 3.5 inches/7cm

STYLE 305

STYLE 402

A soft layered style with a tapered
and graduated nape.

Soft feminine layers create the
ultimate striking, flexible style.

Colour Shown: 92
Measurements:
Front: 4 inches/8.5cm
Crown: 3.5-4 inches/9cm
Nape: 1.5-2 inches/4.5cm

Colour Shown: 136
Measurements:
Front: 5 inches/13cm
Crown: 7.5 inches/20cm
Nape: 6.5 inches/17cm

www.trendco.co.uk
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Trendco Human Hair – Gem, Supplex & Enhancers
Brunettes
** = Colours available
in Sapphire
1B – Black/
Darkest Brown**

2 – Darkest
Brown

3 – Dark Warm
Brown**

3 / 4-31 – Dark
Brown mixed with
Brown tones.
1cm Rooted.

468 – Dark Brown
with Light Brown
tones.
1cm Rooted.

8/32 – Medium
& Light Brown
Blend

5 – Medium
Brown**

8 – Light Brown**

245 – Blonde with
golden blonde
highlights

246R – Light
Warm Brown
& Caramel
Highlight**

6/24R – Medium
Brown with Pale
Gold Highlights**

14 – Dark Golden
Blonde**

26 – Blonde
with dark roots
and sunkissed
highlights**

25 – Gold &
Creamy Blonde
Highlights

26/22 – Gold &
Creamy Blonde
Blend**

Blondes

6/14R – Medium
Brown with Honey
Highlights

102/22R – Pale
Ash Blonde**

Enhancer Grey Content Colours –

Reds

2/135R – Dark
Brown &
Burgundy Blend

613 – Pale Gold
Blonde

Please note: Only available in Gem Enhancers. Grey content is fibre hair.

33/130 – Vibrant
Red Brown Blend

32 – Deep Rich
Burgundy

550 – Medium
Brown with
50% grey

31 – Multi Tone
Chestnut Red

520 – Medium
Brown with
20% grey

18/20 – Blonde
with 20% grey

Loves Change Human Hair – Lola & Septimo
Brunettes

Expresso

Dark Chocolate

Blondes

Medium Brown

Light Chocolate

Spring Honey

Reds

Strawberry Blonde

Gold Blonde

Creamy Blonde

Chestnut

Creamy Toffee

Gold Blonde

Mochaccino

Spring Honey

Frosti Blonde

600

56

49

39

38

Loves Change Fibre Hair
Brunettes

Expresso

Dark Chocolate

Reds

Copper Glaze

16

Blondes

Ginger Brown

Light Chocolate

Platinum Blonde

Greys

Chestnut

www.trendco.co.uk
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Sentoo Premium Collection

Colour ring
swatches for al
l of
our collections
are
available to orde
r
through our cu
stomer
service team on
01273 774977

S colour - A subtle root of 1cm to give a natural looking colour.

Brunettes

2/4 – Black/
Darkest Brown

4/6 – Dark
Chocolate Brown

8 – Medium
Brown

S12/10 – Medium
Brown with Light
Brown Blend

768 – Dark Brown
with Vibrant
Blonde Highlights

728T – Medium
Brown & Gold
Blonde Blend.
Lighter at ends.

A761G – Dark
Brown roots with
Warm Brown &
Blonde Highlights

S770 – Warm
Blonde with
Platinum &
Creamy Highlights

134 – Golden/
Caramel Blonde

713 – Light Brown
with Ash Blonde
Highlights

18/22 – Dark
Blonde with Light
Blonde Highlights

769 – Medium
Brown, Light
Brown and Honey
Blonde Blend

A757G – Medium
Brown roots with
Light Brown &
Blonde Highlights

S731 – Chestnut
Red

131 – Medium
Brown, Copper
& Gold Blonde
Blend

829 – Darkest
Brown with Pale
Copper Highlights

S637 – Dark
Brown with Red
Brown Lowlights

740N – Dark
Brown & Auburn
Blend

S811G – Dark
Warm Brown
roots with Red
Lowlights

56/60 – Pale Grey
Blend

56 – Light Grey
Blend

Blondes

223 – Beige
Blonde with
Creamy Highlights

A791G – Medium
Brown roots with
Blonde Tips

A812G – Dark
Brown roots
with Light Warm
Blonde Tips

Reds

767 – Chestnut
& Vibrant
Copper Red

Greys (Please note: Myu & Sakura Long are not available in grey shades)

60 – White Grey

600 – Beige Grey

38 – Medium
Grey Blend

49 – Ash, Silver &
Grey Blend

132 – Medium
Grey Blend.
Graduates darker
towards the back

135 – Medium
Brown with 15%
Grey at front &
temples, 5% Grey
at nape.

436 – Dark Brown
with Sandy Brown
highlights & 20%
Grey Blend

27/8GT – Medium
Warm Brown
with Light Blonde
Highlights. Lighter
at the ends.

122+226 – Light
Brown with
Blonde Highlights
& Warm Blonde
Tones

18/23 – Warm
Blonde with Red
Tone Blend

50/88T – Gold
Blonde with
Lighter Blonde
Tips

S456 – Darkest
Brown with Silver
Grey Flecks

Sentoo Premium Plus Collection
Brunettes

115 – Dark Warm
Brown

116 – Medium
Warm Brown

168T – Medium
& Gold Blonde
Blend. Lighter at
the ends

154 – Light
Blonde with Red
Blonde Highlights

155N – Gold
Blonde with Light
Blonde Highlights

Blondes

153 – Medium
Blonde with Light
Blonde Highlights

170 – Warm
Light Brown with
Caramel Blonde
Highlights

Reds

129 – Dark Red
Brown

236 – Dark Blonde
with Light Blonde
Tips

Greys

135 – Deep Red
with Copper
Highlights

136 – Light
Chestnut Red

143 – Copper Red
with Gold Blonde
Highlights

(Please note: 204, 402 and 502A are not available in grey shades)

56/60 – Pale Grey
Blend

92 – Light to Dark
Graduated Grey

600 – Beige Grey

www.trendco.co.uk
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Christine
Headwear
Trendco supply the beautiful Christine
Headwear range, which is designed
specifically for hair loss wearers and is
perfect for a comfortable alternative to
wigs. The beautiful designs and patterns
change with the seasons; Spring/Summer
& Autumn/Winter to reflect fashions,
seasonal fabrics and trends.
The season collections host a wonderful variety of hats,
scarves, night caps, wig liners and turbans, there really
is something for everyone! All Christine Headwear products
are CE marked which means that it is guaranteed the
products are appropriate and safe for wearers.
Christine Headwear has its own brochure
dedicated to its collections, please call
our customer service team on
01273 774977 for the current
“in season” brochure.

Soft Line
Collection
The multi functional bamboo-viscose soft line
collection offers a large selection of basic and stylish
turbans and scarves in a variety of colours. This
unique material is breathable, moisture absorbent
and extremely soft and comfortable, keeping your
head warm and dry at all times. The turbans are ideal
for every day wear and even sporting purposes.

18
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Seasonal Fabrics
Scarves & Hats
As the weather changes through the seasons so do
Christine headwear options, offering all round solutions.
The Autumn/Winter collection introduces stylish
knitwear with bespoke designs using the softest,
finest cottons and cashmere fabrics. The Spring/
Summer collections include UV 50 sun hats and caps,
which is perfect in the summer sun.
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Couvrè is a gentle, non-greasy cream
ideal for both men and women; it is
98% water resistant and rub proof,
does not stain or discolour hair and
only takes minutes to apply!
Couvrè is available in Black, Dark Brown,
Medium Brown, Light Brown & Grey

MANE HAIR
THICKENER SPRAY

MANE
HAIR FIBRES

MANE SEAL
& SHINE SPRAY

Mane Hair Thickener spray is a fast
and effective thickening spray, which
not only makes hair appear thicker
but also helps to mask thinning areas.
It is dispensed as a colour powder
and can be sprayed onto the hair and
scalp areas where the hair is thinnest.
Mane spray needs to be sealed in
place with a follow up application of
Mane Seal & Shine.

Mane Hair Fibres are an innovative
way of thickening hair and providing
increased scalp coverage. Mane Hair
Fibres are tiny synthetic hair fibres
that attach to your own hair giving
the appearance of thicker, fuller hair.
Mane Hair Fibres needs to be sealed
in place with a follow up application
of Mane Seal & Shine.

Mane Seal and Shine has been
formulated specifically to work with
both the Mane Hair Thickening spray,
and Mane Hair Fibres range. Its non
aerosol pump action delivers a fine
spray across your thickened hair
style, leaving a soft and gentle hold
that will last all day, making your hair
look thicker for longer with a natural
great looking shine.

Mane Hair Thickener Spray is available in Black,
Dark Brown, Medium Brown, Light Brown,
Auburn, Hazel, Light Blonde, Ash Blonde, Silver
& Grey.

Mane Hair Fibres are available in Jet Black,
Black, Dark Brown, Mid Brown, Ginger, Hazel/
Auburn, Light Brown, Mid Blonde, Sandy
Blond, Salt & Pepper & Grey

ELLEN WILLE EYEPOWER
EYEBROW POWDER
EyePower eyebrow powder is a high
pigment powder which is used in
semi-permanent tattoo ink and can
last for up to 24 hours. An application
brush and 3 different sized eyebrow
stencils are included in the box.
EyePower Eyebrow Powder is available in Black,
Charcoal, Dark Brown, Irid Brown & Brown

www.trendco.co.uk
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Men’s Information
Trendco have been supplying Men’s hair
replacement systems since 1965, and with 50
years’ experience, we have been able to develop a
fantastic range of men`s hair replacement systems.
Trendco offer the world`s finest hair allowing you to rise to new levels
of confidence.
We stock a range of human hair and synthetic wigs and hairpieces.
All of our systems are manufactured to strict standards using only the
highest quality materials available.
For those wanting perfection we offer an excellent custom made service,
where each system is individually hand crafted to your customer’s
specifications.
If you are concerned about your hair and are in the early stages of
thinning, please contact your nearest Trendco salon, we are dedicated
to the treatment of hair loss and have highly trained staff who are
committed to dealing with what can be a sensitive topic.

20
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Caring Touch
Caring Touch Integration systems are
an excellent alternative hair solution for
women who require volume and lift for
thinning hair.
The integration systems are
custom made to suit your
particular needs and hair type,
adding 30%-50% extra thickness,
shape and volume to your existing
style. The application system
blends and weaves seamlessly
into your own hair for a very
subtle and natural look.
Caring Touch Integrations can only be supplied following
a consultation with an experienced stylist in one of our
salons. Please call your nearest Trendco salon or call our
head office on 01273 774977 for further information.

Semi-Custom Made
Designer Collection

Our unique semi-custom made designer
collection offers the ideal solution for
those who are unsure of having a full
custom made system. The full head
pieces are available in six different sizes,
3 different lengths and 11 stunning
colours, all you need to do is choose
one of each!
Unlike full custom made systems, the base is pre-made so
no template is necessary and they take approximately 8-10
weeks instead of 16 weeks!
The semi-custom made designer collection can only be
supplied following a consultation with an experienced
stylist in one of our salons. Please call your nearest Trendco
salon or call our head office on 01273 774977 for further
information on this innovative and unique collection.

www.trendco.co.uk
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Custom
Made

Trendco are one of the
leading custom made
specialists in the UK and
Ireland. All of our bespoke
hair systems are individually
designed and are virtually
undetectable to both sight and
touch. We pride ourselves on
the high standards of these
products, which are hand
knotted, lightweight, cool
and comfortable.
Each custom made product is designed
to suit you; colour, curl, hair length and
hair direction. Custom made pieces
ensure you can live your life the way
you want, sleep, shower and play active
sports in confidence with one of our
bespoke systems.

HUMAN HAIR
CUSTOM MADES
There are two different types of bases
available for Custom Made Human Hair,
the Dermalite and Dermalace. The hair
itself is premium quality and is available
in different types and grades to suit all
individual needs. It can be styled for any
occasion and offers freedom to the wearer.
The Dermalite is an ever popular
product, offering breathable, secure and
undetectable custom made solution.
The Dermalace is an innovative product
and unlike the Dermalite is produced on
an all over lace foundation, offering an
alternative base for Custom Made
Human Hair.
Dermalace base
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Dermalite base

Before

CYBERHAIR
Cyberhair is a man-made
fibre, developed to
replicate Human Hair. It
feels and looks natural,
is easy to maintain and
is extremely durable.
Cyberhair is built with a
unique memory in the
hair strands, specific to
your design, so when
washed, your piece will simply revert back to
its original style. Cyberhair is lightweight, heat
resistant and does not require the same level of
styling as Human Hair.

V-HAIR
V-hair is a revolution! Re-launched from
Vitalhair, V-hair feels, looks and behaves
just like human hair. By combining the best
properties of real and artificial hair, we really
have created a hair with truly unique qualities
IT IS LIGHT WEIGHT, DURABLE AND
COLOUR RESISTANT. Like Cyberhair, V-hair
has a memory in the hair strands which means
it doesn’t require the same level of styling as
human hair but the difference is with V-hair,
you can change your style as to how you feel.

With all of our custom made systems, a consultation with one of our experienced stylists is
necessary. Please call 01273 774977 for further information on our bespoke pieces.
www.trendco.co.uk
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AFTERCARE PRODUCTS
Trendco offer a variety of products and accessories
to help you style, store & care for your hair with
ease, ensuring that you get the most out of your
piece. We have worked hard to develop and
research unique shampoos, conditioners, treatments
and styling products and accessories to complement
and enhance our wigs and hairpieces.

To he for your h
care

Fibre Hair Products
Shampoo
A gentle cleansing shampoo
especially formulated for fibre hair.

We stock a range of products
from Pureology and Redken to
care for our Human Hair pieces.
After trialling and testing these
shampoos, conditioners &
treatments, we believe they are
the best products. These products
do not contain sulphate, has
antifade complex, keeps the hair
moisturized and has repairing
agents, all in one bottle!

Softening Conditioner
An intensive conditioner and
revitalizing treatment, leaving the
hair soft and moisturized.
Soften N Sheen
Leave in spray conditioner for
protection.
Holding Spray
A water based hairspray for styling
ease without the build up of a
normal hairspray.

SENTOO PREMIUM
PLUS, V-HAIR &
CYBERHAIR PRODUCTS
Revitalising Shampoo
A moisture enriched revitalising wash.
Moisture Protection Spray
A moisture enhanced treatment spray
for daily conditioning and care.
Detangling Conditioner
A rich, deep nourishing conditioner.
Intensive Treatment Conditioner
An intense, nourishing and replenishing
treatment recommended for weekly
care.
Structure & Protect
Versatile styling cream for flexible
definition and fixing.
Model & Fix
A styling gel for texture and flexible hold.
Sculpt & Create
A finishing spray for control and hold for
daily styling.
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HUMAN HAIR
PRODUCTS

To look at the full range of
Pureology & Redken products that
we offer, take a look at our human
hair leaflet dedicated to these
ranges.
Exclusive to retail only

AFTERCARE ACCESSORIES

MAX LIQUID ADHESIVE

NYLON & MESH
WIG CAPS
Elasticated caps, which work to
either hold hair securely in place
or to provide a comfort barrier
between the skin and the wig.
Available in nylon and mesh fabrics
in a range of subtle colours.

Re-invigorates old tape or can be
applied directly as a quick fix solution
to tape tab areas and lace fronts.

WIG BRUSH

WIG CLIP

Specifically designed to be used
on fibre hair, ensuring no damage
whilst brushing and styling

Hold the wig securely in position
whilst brushing and styling on a
polyhead.

COLLAPSIBLE
WIG STAND

POLYHEAD

Lightweight stand that snaps
in two, ideal for travel or home
storage. Keeps wig in shape.

Lightweight polystyrene head for
styling and storage.

Snap Lok Clips

MAX ADHERE 360
Multi-purpose adhesive solution
offers a more permanent hold of up
to 5 weeks and can be used with
polyurethane or lace front pieces.

MAX REMOVE IT
Super strength
bio-degradable
solvent to remove
even the
most stubborn
residue. Available
in 4oz and
12oz bottles.

Can be sewn into any wig or
hairpiece to provide increased
security. Available in 3 sizes,
0.75”, 1” and 1.25”. Available in
black, silver, beige & brown.

MONO TAPE
Our most popular adhesive
tape. A transparent, strong and
hypoallergenic double sided tape.
Available in a 5m and 25m roll.

ULTRA HOLD
MINI TAPE TABS
Long lasting tape tabs for a more
permanent attachment of up to
6 weeks. Available in packs of 36
strips.

STRENGTHENED WORK
HEAD & CLAMP HOLDER
A heavy duty
version of
the polyhead.
Perfect for
styling and
aftercare work.
The clamp holder
has a suction
hold that will
secure to any
flat surface.
Sold separately.

Aderans
Straightening
Irons
Having teamed up with Corioliss,
one of the leading suppliers of
electrical hair goods, we have
created the perfect pair of
straightening irons for your human
hair, Sentoo Premium Plus & V-Hair
custom made wigs.
Aderans Straightening Irons
benefits: 80°C—220°C Temperature
Gauge • Ceramic Plates • 30 Minute Sleep
Mode • Heat Mat/Travel Pouch included
• Ideal for all hair types including Gem
Human Hair wigs & Premium Plus wigs
(temperature controlled) • Slim line Design

www.trendco.co.uk
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Trendco Advice
At Trendco, we know the challenges you face in choosing the perfect solution
as there are so many things you need to consider. We would recommend
you take a moment to read this page if you are new to wig wearing and need
expert advice. We have been in the business for 50 years and picked up some
useful tips and tricks along the way!
HUMAN HAIR

FLEXI-FIBRE HAIR

FIBRE HAIR

Advantages
•

Natural Appearance
• Can be re-styled
• Heat Resistant
• Natural Texture

•

Feels like human hair
• Retains colour
• Can apply heat
• Can change style

•

Has appearance of human hair
• Lightweight
• Dries quickly
• Colour doesn’t fade
• Easy to maintain

Disadvantages
Colour Fades
• Porous – Dries slowly
• Heavier than fibre
• Needs to be styled
• Can be expensive
•

Prone to Friction Frizz
• Same life span as fibre hair
• Can become stubborn and
hard to change style
if straightened
•

Prone to Friction Frizz
• Prone to heat damage
• Cannot be re-styled
• Average lifespan is 3/4 months
•

We would always recommend that if you are a first time wig wearer, you start with a fibre hair wig first.
A fibre hair wig is low maintenance which will help you either decide that wearing a wig is for you without
the expense of a human hair wig. For those looking for a short term solution, fibre hair is generally the best
option, however it really is a personal preference.
Aftercare is very important and we ask that you use the recommended products to avoid any problems with
your wig. Please look at pages 24 & 25 for the products that we highly recommend you use. With every
Trendco purchase, you will receive specific aftercare instructions on how to give your wig the best care at
home. You can also visit our website www.trendco.co.uk for aftercare instructions and washing advice.

Trendco’s Revitalise
& Alterations Service
We are proud to launch our very own unique
service of wig alterations, adjustments &
revitalise service! Whether you have a hair
piece or wig that needs a replacement clip,
a size adjustment, hair adding, perming or just
a refresh, we can do it!
Our very own in-house technical department are
ready and waiting to help with any alterations
that you might need.
Prices will be quoted on application and length
of job will depend on how much work needs to
be done. To find out more information on this
service, please call 01273 774977 and ask to
speak to Jade.
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Frequently
ASKED QUESTIONS
GENERAL:

FIBRE:

Do I need a wig cap?

Can I use heat on my fibre wig?

A wig cap is optional. It can be used
to wrap up the existing hair or to act
as a barrier against the wig.

Never use heated appliances, this will
burn the fibre. Our PP range allows
you to apply some heat.

How does a wig stay on?

Can I use human hair products
on fibre?

The wig will stay on by itself but for
extra security tighten the adjustors
at the nape, clip on to existing hair or
use tape (only recommended for total
hair loss).

How do I put it on?
The 2 important rules for putting on
your wig correctly are to position the
wig line at the front 4 fingers width
from your brow bone and to ensure
the tabs on each side of the wig
are evenly positioned so the wig is
straight. Hairpieces require a little
practice.

How often do I wash it?
Once every 7-10 days.

Will it stop my hair from
growing back?
A wig will not prevent your hair from
growing back. However, if glues are
used then please seek advice from
your stylist.

Can I swim and exercise in it?
We recommend you wear an old wig/
hairpiece to swim in. If not, rinse the
wig/hairpiece immediately after.

Can I sleep in it?
We do not recommend this, it will cut
the lifespan of the wig in half.

Can I wear the hair up?
You can wear the hair up, just keep
it loose to avoid showing any joins
or edging of the wig/hairpiece. Be
careful when removing any hair
accessory.

Can I change the parting?
Only monofilament wigs have the
option of changing the parting.

Can I use any brush?
We recommend using a soft brush
not a fine comb.

We strongly recommend you use the
specific fibre products to wash your
wig with.

What happens when it frizzes?
At this point it may be time to replace
the wig.

Does the fibre fade?
The fibre eventually goes duller with
age. It does not fade. You cannot
tint fibre.

How long does the wig/
hairpiece last?
The expected lifespan for a short
fibre wig is 4-6 months. A mid length
(or bob) wig is between 3-4 months
and a long wig is 2-3 months; these
time frames are approximate and are
based on everyday wear.

HUMAN HAIR:
What happens when the ends
become dry?
It may be best to have the hair
trimmed.

Does the hair fade?
All human hair wigs will fade. This
is due to an oxidization process that
happens in the environment.
This will occur within the first few
months of wear. The colour can be
restored.
Human hair can be dyed darker but
not lighter. Seek professional advice
with regards to colouring.

How long does it last?
The wig/hairpiece will last
approximately 8 months to a year.

Other Brands
Trendco also stock:

Head Office & Mail Order
Sheridan House
114-116 Western Road
Hove BN3 1DD
Tel: 01273 774977 Email: info@trendco.co.uk

Trendco Birmingham
13 Cannon Street
Birmingham B2 5EN
Tel: 0121 633 4280 Email: julie@trendco.co.uk

Trendco Hove
Sheridan House Ground Floor
114-116 Western Road
Hove BN3 1DD
Tel: 01273 778516 Email: phoebe@trendco.co.uk

Trendco London
64 Westbourne Grove
London W2 5SH
Tel: 0207 221 2646 Email: louise@trendco.co.uk

Trendco Manchester
Lloyds House
First Floor
18 Lloyd Street
Manchester M2 5WA
Tel: 0161 834 6151 Email: rachel@trendco.co.uk

Trendco Nottingham
Suite 3B
The Hub
40 Friar Lane
Nottingham NG1 6DQ
Tel: 0115 947 5316 Email: nicola@trendco.co.uk

Trendco Scotland (A & A Studios)
8-10 Tanfield
Inverleith
Edinburgh EH3 5HF
Tel: 0131 556 7057 Email: sales@aastudios.co.uk

www.trendco.co.uk
“Like” us on Facebook – www.facebook.com/trendcowigs
“Follow” us on Twitter – @TrendcoWigs

